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Dear Friend,

It is with great sadness that I tell you that Marshall B. Rosenberg, founder of
Nonviolent Communication, died February 7th surrounded by his loving wife,
Valentina, and his children.  He died in peace and surrounded by love.

 

Marshall and his work transformed so many lives, hundreds of thousands, living
in countless countries, including my own.  When I first met Marshall, I struggled
in all my relationships and felt pretty constant inner turmoil, self-doubt and self-
hatred.  I was emotionally shut down most of the time and could rarely
articulate my feelings or what I wanted. 

 

Through Marshall and NVC, I and all my relationships have been utterly
transformed.  I understand today that my ability to imagine world peace is
directly related to my ability to bring peace to my daily life and relationships. 
NVC has given me the tools for bringing that peace.

 

And, I am only one of thousands.  Every person I come in contact with has
benefited from Marshall's influence.  Times that by hundreds of thousands and
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then again and again, and his impact to our world becomes countless,
unimaginable, blessed and sacred.

 

Please join me in a moment of silence, a moment to reflect on how Marshall
and NVC have affected your life, and then send your love to Marshall and his
family. 

 

There's no saying good-bye to Marshall.  His work, passion and love live on
without end through each of us. I couldn't be more grateful or in awe of that.

 

Bowing in respect, love and sadness,

Mary Mackenzie, CNVC Certified Trainer
Co-founder and Lead Trainer, NVC Academy

 

p.s. If you'd like to share a story of how Marshall touched
your life, or to simply hold vigil in silence, please join a
growing group of people by using the information below:

 

Fom the US or via SkypeOut dial +1 201-479-4595  and
enter meeting number 27870906

From other countries, find local numbers here: 
www.fuze.com/numbers?utm_source=Meeting-Invite
-then use the number for your country and enter the
meeting number 27870906

If you have a fast internet connection and would like to join
by computer with audio and video, download
Fuze. https://www.fuze.com/download?
utm_source=Meeting-Invite

Once FUZE is installed click this
link http://fuze.me/27870906 to join the call.

 

 

   

Please don't reply to this automated e-mail, it won't be seen by a person. Please
contact our Help Desk for assistance by e-mail at help@nvcacademy.com. We will
respond within 24 hours.
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